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Angels: This label is used only when the series contains a character set/one character that is called an Angel. This should be according to the traditional definition of an angel. To be used only if the author uses the term Angel. Class = chip indigo mb-1 mr-1 white text&gt; Medium-looking hero angels: This marker is used
when protagonist(s) is medium looking. The author MUST describe the main character to be of medium appearance. If no description is given in terms of appearance, then no labels are added regarding the appearance of the main character. Not to be used with: Ugly Protagonist class =chip green MB-1 1 white text-1&gt;
Medium-looking protagonist Smart protagonist: This marker is used to define a protagonist who is very smart, witty and bright. This lead is often very good at school (or an equivalent institute of knowledge) and other learning activities, and new things can easily emerge. class = chip tic-1 g-1 g-1 white text&gt; Clever
Protagonist Defines protagonist: For protagonist who are decisive class =chip blue MB-1 g-1 white text&gt; Defines protagonist Elvi: This label is used if elven race exists in history and Elve is either the protagonist or any of his companions/friends/lovers class = chip indigo MB-1 g-1 white text&gt; Elves Fantasy World:
Any novel that happens in a world where there are magic, elves, demons, and other common fantasy elements may have this label. Class= Chip Green MB-1 Mr-1 White Text&gt; Fantastic Weapons: This label is used when weapons or barrel guns that fire shots play a significant role in the main part of the story. Class =
chip cyan MB-1 g-1 white text&gt; Firearms game items: Protagonist has screen status or something similar to it. Class = chip cyan MB-1 g-1 white text&gt; game elements system level: this marker is used when the novel's characters improve their abilities/skills/power by leveling. Class =chip indigo mb-1 g-1 white
text&gt; Male protagonist system level: If the main character in the series is male, then this label should be used. From the main character, it refers to the lead/protagonist. Not to be used with: Female protagonist class = chip tick-1 g-1 white text&gt; Male protagonist Modern Day: This tag is used if the story setting is up
to date or almost up-to-date Earth. Futuristic setting, ancient times, Ancient China. class = chip pink MB-1 mr-1 white text&gt; Parallel worlds of the modern day: The marker should only be used if parallel worlds have an impact on history. Class = chip green MB-1 mr-1 white text&gt; Parallel Worlds Poor to Rich: This tag
is used if the plot has a bad character that works its own way to gain wealth. The Poor protagonist label is usually applied. class=chip indigo mb-1 m-1-1 white text&gt; Poor of Rich Romantic Subplot: When history has some male-female or other similar couple relationships, but not enough to guarantee romance Tag. It
can be used in tandem with Harem. Usually for have been created without further growth or expansion of the said relationship, although this is not always the case. class = chip cyan MB-1 g-1 white text&gt; Romantic subplopa secret organizations: no definition found. Class = chip pink MB-1 g-1 white text&gt; Create
skills secret organizations: The Skills label is mandatory. This label is used when the skill (defined by the Skills tag) has important roles in the plot of the novel. Class = chip blue MB-1 g-1 white text&gt; skill creating special abilities: Refers to abilites that selected few have. It shouldn't include a hero, but it has to be
something most people in the world haven't had. For example, Espers in modern world class = chip blue MB-1 g-1 white text&gt; Special skills strategic battles: No definition found. Class = chip blue MB-1 g-1 white text&gt; Strategic battles calling for magic: Magic that can be used for a summons to fame/family, which
are usually under the actor's control but may not always be. Use only if it plays an important role in the story. Class = chip blue MB-1 d-1-1 white text&gt; summon magic survival game: Powerful subject forces the main characters to fight for their lives in an organized competition. Class = chip orange mb-1 g-1-1 white
text&gt; survival game Weak to Strong: This TAG is used to denote the stories in which the protagonist starts at a low power level and becomes gradually strong as the story progresses. Class = chip pink MB-1 mr-1 white text&gt; Weak to Strong Werebeasts: This label should be added if the protagonist or other
significant character is a dimension. Alternatively, this label can be added to a series of horrors, if it contains werewolves class =chip cyan MB-1 m-1 white-1 white text&gt; Werebeasts are REGISTRED and download for books book name: Arena 1 (Book #1 in Survival Trilogy) Name: Morgan Rice Book Genre: Science
Fiction Language: English Published: February 16, 2016 Page: 244 pages format: [PDF] [EPUB] Books Description New York. 2120. America was destroyed, wiped out by the second civil war. In this post-apocalyptic world, survivors are far and away between them. And most of the survivors are members of the violent
gangs, predators who live in big cities. They patrol the countryside looking for slaves for new victims to return to the city for their favorite deadly sport: Arena 1. The stadium of death, where opponents are made to fight to the death, in the most barbaric ways. There is only one rule in the arena: no one survives. Ever.
REGISTRATION AND DOWNLOAD FREE For the book Name: Arena Book 4 Name: Logan Jacobs Genre: Science Fiction Language: English Published: May 7, 2019 ASIN: B07RK445PC Page: 394 pages format: [PDF] [MOBI] [] TXT [EPUB] Books Description Huge. Great. Great in its foremanity. That's how I'd
describe book four of the Arena series. Everybody says so. But most of all, I say it. My best friend, Mark Hawak, who I chose. presents planet Earth in interstellar gladiator competitions, has kicked and taken names as I knew it would. Everyone I choose wins. And they earn a lot. But this book is amazing. Intense action
with yours really saved the day and tell these aliens how much they suck? You're hired. The bad girls who are full of scraps? You're hired. Witter than a '90s shake? Hired. What? Are you still looking at the stain? Come. You should read this book right now. For America. READ MORE: Under Dome =&gt; Die Arena:
Under Dome Stephen King PDF freeDie Arena: Under dome pdf Stephen KingDie Arena: Under Dome Stephen King epub downloadDie Arena: Under Dome Stephen King Arena: Under Dome Stephen King OnlineTefen King Arena: Under Dome epub DownloadDie Arena: Under dome King Epub vkDie Arena: Under
Dome Stephen King Pdf download: Under Dome Stephen King read onlineStafen King Di Arena: Under Dome epubDie Arena: Under Dome Stephen King vkDie Arena: Under Dome pdfDie Arena: Under Dome Stephen King AmazonDie Arena: Under Dome Stephen King King free pdfDie Arena: Under Dome Stephen
King mobidownload Di Arena: Under Dome PDF - KINDLE - EPUB - MOBIDIE Arena : Under Dome download e-books PDF EPUB , book in English [download] book Die Arena: Under dome in PDFDie Arena format: Under Dome download for free the book in the formatUnlow Online Matrix Arena: Under Dome = &gt;
Email ThisBlogThis! Share with TwitterNews on FacebookEman on Pinterest Author: Holly Jennings Rating : 4.13 (528 votes) Asin : 1101988762 Form type : paper page number : 336 Pages Publishing date : 2017-11-15 Language : Description . She lives in Canada, where she worked on the sequel. Arena is her first
novel. Holly Jennings is a lifelong gamer who has spent countless hours playing The World of Warcraft and Cole on DutyHough, The New York Times bestselling author Thinking Hunger Games Meets Ready Player 1. Exciting debut. Jason M. Arena is serious nerdcore entertainment. Stunning debut, fast-paced, action-
packed, with an interesting romance and a compelling yet uneaten heroine... This is a book that will appeal to gamers and those who have never taken a controller... Read this book. You haven't read anything like that and you don't want to miss it. Ilona Andrews, #1 author of the New York Times bestseller Action front
page, but Jennings' brilliant characters keep me in arena's system. Gamers, get ready to engage! — Chloe Neal, New York Times bestselling author &amp;ldIt's not a bad book and has its comforts and pleasant moments Amazon Customer A strange combination of empowered people that lead it to man and forced
romance. This is not a bad book, and has its comforts and pleasant moments; but in general it is not I was enjoying it. Too many focous for sex and sexual tension, according to an Amazon customer. Too many focous for sex and sexual tension, cutting everything you'll do for an epic action head or two. DNF on 60
pages. Silvershraf I became infected whether to write this review, I hate to write reviews for books or movies that I have not finished. Please do not decide or read this book just because of this review, I did not finish the book, but you may like it more than I did.When I saw it, it sounds like the kind of book I would love, but
I could not finish it. Expecting something like An Unreal Fast-Paced Tournament and a haste of future science fiction about the dull world of competitive play every week, Kali Ling fights to the death on national television. And even though their weapons and armor are digital, the pain is real. Because it's much more than
a game, and even in the real world, it's not all as it seems. Now, she has to face the truth about the tournament. Every bloody murder is passed down to millions. And it never gets easier to win RAGE tournaments, the elite competition of the Virtual Game League, where the world's best gamers compete in a battle
without a digital death. She died hundreds of times. And the only way to change the rules is to fight from the inside. Each player is a modern gladiator – a leading life of supreme glory, responsible only for entertaining the masses. VULS hides dark secrets. Chosen to be the first female captain in the history of the RAGE
tournament, Callie Ling was on top of the world - while one of her teammates overdosed
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